LAW of RECOGNITION

Anything not recognized, in your life, is uncelebrated
Anything uncelebrated, becomes unrewarded
Anything unrewarded, will exit your life.

1. RECOGNITION OF YOUR DOMINANT GIFT.
   Your Dominant gift is your point of difference.

2. RECOGNITION OF THE DOMINANT GIFT OF OTHERS.
   If you don't recognize the Dominant gift of others,
   you'll never benefit from the difference they bring.

3. RECOGNITION OF AN UNCOMMON MENTOR.
   Two ways to get wisdom, Experience & Mentor
   Your best friend likes you the way you are,
   your mentor loves you too much to leave you the way you are.
   Your best friend is comfortable with your weakness,
   your mentor is comfortable with your future.
   Your best friend is comfortable with your past,
   your mentor is comfortable with your success.

4. RECOGNITION OF AN UNCOMMON PROTEGE
   A. Passive- Who want you to do the work for them
   B. Parasite- Draw from you but never reproduce
   C. Prodical- In & out of the relationship with you
   D. Productive- We only remember what we teach

5. RECOGNITION OF THE PROBLEM YOU ARE ASSIGNED TO SOLVE.
   Your exit from the present is in the problem closest to you
   The problem that infuriates you most is the problem you are assigned to solve
   Pay attention to anger. Anger is an energy, merely requiring an appropriate focus
   You cannot change your life till you get angry over your present
   You cannot exit your present till you despise it
   Whatever you "Adapt" to you have to
   If you can live with $6/hr you'll never make more

6. RECOGNITION OF GREATNESS WHEN IN IT'S PRESENCE
   What you celebrate stays in your life
   Greatness is not the absence of weakness, it's the mastery of weakness

7. RECOGNITION OF AN ENEMY GOD USES TO PROMOTE YOU
   A. You'll only be remembered for the enemy you confront
   B. You'll only be rewarded for the enemy you conquer
   An enemy is any person, place or thing that:
   a. Weakens your passion for your future
   b. Makes you think of your past, instead of your future

1. Enemy causes movement in your life;
   your present will become permanent, without an enemy
2. Enemy exposes your weakness, that produces humility;
   humility causes you to find the uncommon gift in others
3. Enemy causes you to move from obscurity to significance in a day;
   the only difference between a nobody & a somebody, is the enemy you decide to conquer
4. Enemy gives you promotion, friends give you comfort;
   When you ask God for a future, He'll introduce you to an enemy;
   the enemy you conquer determines the spoils of the conquest

5. When an enemy walks into your life,
   that's the greatest day of your life!!!
   your enemy is an announcement that your present is over
   and your future is about to start.
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